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DESCRIPTION
This program provides students with a full immersion into the inspiring and
original tango culture of Buenos Aires through a combination of private and
group tango lessons, while also offering the chance to apply Spanish in an
alternative environment.

QUICKFACTS
● Spanish Classes - 20 group lessons per week
● Tango Classes - 1 group lesson (1.5 hours) + 1 ind. lesson (1 hour) per week
● Begins every Monday
● Spanish Levels - complete beginners to advanced students
● Tango Levels - complete beginners to advanced dancers
● Spanish Schedule - mornings or afternoons
● Tango Schedule - late afternoon / early evening

TANGO CLASSES
Group Tango Classes - Our experienced tango teacher will show students the
key dance steps through formal instruction and dance floor practice.  The
group class is with other students and is 1.5 hours in length.  Students learn
the traditional steps as well as the latest improvisational techniques while
interacting with other students.  Classes are suitable for all levels from
beginner to advanced and are conducted in Spanish to ensure program
immersion, however, the teacher can speak English to those students who
need extra guidance.
Private Tango Classes - In these one-to-one lessons, students will get
personalized attention from the tango teacher, who will explain and correct
proper form and technique.  Classes are 1 hour each and the exact schedule is
arranged with the tango teacher after arrival.
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SAMPLE TIME TABLE

Schedule Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning or
Afternoon

Spanish
Class

Spanish
Class

Spanish
Class

Spanish
Class

Spanish
Class

Late
Afternoon /

Early Evening

Free
Afternoon

Individual
Tango Class

Free
Afternoon

Group
Tango
Class

Milonga
Night

(optional)

ADDITIONAL TANGO ACTIVITIES
In addition to the tango classes, students can also take advantage of the Buenos
Aires nightlife and see a tango show or head to a milonga, a tango dance hall, to
put their newly acquired skills to use with locals. These extra activities are
optional and may have a cost.  They are booked after arrival at the school.
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